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LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman ShAdES

Explore a modern take on a traditional 
roman, with Luxaflex® Modern Roman 
Shades. Designed with child safety in 
mind, Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades 
have no exposed cords on the back of 
any of the operating systems available 
and offer a variety of child safe styles 
that are available to no other Roman 
Shade.

Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades are available in a breadth of 

fabrics that capture all moods, textures and styles. With 11 

fabric ranges, which consist of 72 timeless colours available 

in room darkening and translucent opacities, Luxaflex 

Modern Roman Shades add an element of contemporary 

design to any home. 

Luxaflex® 
Modern Roman Shades 

offer benefits that the whole 
family can enjoy. Unlike, typical 

Soft Roman Shades, a rear 
cordless design allows for a 
clean exterior appearance 

and enhanced 
child safety.
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traditional

Shades roll up into the head rail for an unobstructed view.

Contoured folds remain neat and consistent with every operation.

Available in a 100mm contoured vane, in translucent and blockout 

opacities.

tailored

Contemporary flat fold design reminiscent of batten-style Roman 

Shades.

Shades also roll up into the head rail for a clear view.

Available in a 150mm flat vane, in translucent and blockout opacities.
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LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Styles
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LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Styles
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tiered

Shades stack up, down or anywhere in between.

Low-profile fabric covered head rail requires less mounting depth, 

perfect for narrow reveals.

Available in a 100mm contoured vane, in translucent opacity only.

traversed

Ideal for wide expanses and sliding glass doors.

Tight stack back optimizes view. Available with Left or Right Side 

operation only.

Available in a 100mm contoured vane, in translucent opacity only.
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LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Child Safety

a Child safe roman shade solution

Many consumers think of privacy, style and comfort when they select window 

coverings for their home, however if you have young children, then child safety 

should be another important consideration when selecting window fashions 

for your home.

Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades offer benefits that the whole family can enjoy.

Unlike, typical Soft Roman Shades, a rear cordless design allows for a clean 

exterior appearance and enhanced child safety.

Luxaflex Modern Romans are a child safe Window Covering Solution that 

definitely ticks all the boxes.

  Smooth, uniform appearance

 no dangling cords that pool when the shade is raised

 no exposed cords on the back of the shade
no EXpoSEd CoRdES on ThE REAR oF A  
LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdE

*All LUXAFLEX® products that are installed correctly will comply with the Trade practices (Consumer product 
Safety Standard - Corded Internal Window Coverings) Amendment Regulations 2010 (no. 1).

EXpoSEd CoRdS on A TypICAL SoFT RoMAn 
ShAdE RoMAn ShAdE



LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Operating Systems

easYrise
Continuous cord loop system for 

easy operation no matter the size 

of the shading. Available with the 

Traditional, Tailored and Tiered 

Styles.

literise Cordless 
oPeration 
Completely cordless operating 

system offers light control along 

with added child and pet safety 

benefits. Available with the 

Traditional, Tailored and Tiered 

Styles.

vertiGlide
Cordless side-to-side operation, ideal for sliding 

doors. only available with the Traverse style with 

Stationary or moving rail.

Powerview™ 
motorisation 
Completely cordless battery 

operated system provides one-

touch operation, perfect for 

hard to reach windows and no 

lifting cords. Available with the 

Traditional, Tailored and Tiered 

Styles.

ultraGlide®

Features a retractable pull cord 

that remains at the same length 

whenever the shading is raised or 

lowered. The single cord operation 

provides enhanced child safety. 

Available with the Traditional, 

Tailored and Tiered Styles.
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REEDS coLLEction 

White Jasmine Green leaf English Breakfast CeylonCinnamon Spice Chamomile

OasisMirage Sand Dune

SahaRa

A contemporary take on woven patterns, 

the range  is detailed and exotic an extra 

dimension and presence is evident at the 

window. 

SRi-Lanka

A range of dominating horizontal rugged 

textures with strongly woven yarns that 

create a unique dimension at the window. 

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

luxaflex.com.au

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections



gRaSSLanDS coLLEction 

Palomino CaribouPuma Bison

pRaiRiE

The most subtle of the Grasslands range of 

rich woven textured fabrics. Available in 4 

different and visually stunning colours.  

Tango MatéNomad Gaucho

paMpa

The reminiscent of a varying grass bed. The 

pampa fabric is a bold and dynamic fabric 

range which consists of 4 various earth 

toned hues and woven textures. 

Desert Cypress SafariRiver Reed Serengeti

Savannah

The Savannah fabric is sure to make more 

of a striking  statement on any window. It 

is a bigger weave variation of the pampa 

fabric, with a mixture of earth marsh tones 

that offset its woven texture.

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections
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tExtuRED SiLkS coLLEction 

Gold Leaf Raku Pewter StonewareBronze Clay

Xian clay Mizuna Golden Pagoda BambooPeppercorn Ginger Jar

EtchED

A range that really confirms the mantra 

‘less is more’, as the soft, yet intense fabric 

texture speaks for its self. Etched fabric is 

an ultra-modern range, which consists of a 

neutral and sophisticated colour pallet.  

Shantung

The traditional and understated raw silk look 

is what the Shantung range presents. With 

9 soft and elegant fabric colours. The look 

is of raw silk with its delicate fabric finish. 

BisqueSilica Fresco

Ming PorcelainShanghai Taupe White Jade

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

luxaflex.com.au

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections



tExtuRED SiLkS coLLEction 

inDia SiLk

The Fabric Range features subtle 

texture and sheen with an offering of  

contemporary colours to the pallet  that 

consists of earth tone hues that glimmer in 

the natural light.

Raja Tiger Eye Curry WoadStar Anise Kashmir

Raw CanvasTaj Vin Blanc

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections
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LinEnS coLLEction 

Pompadour Desert Song Créme de la Créme White DawnLotus Brunet

nEwpoRt LinEn

Varying textured yarns of cross textured 

appearance in  9 various colours creating 

fashion forward shades, the next look of 

the Linen style. 

ShEER LinEn

A beautifully understated range, of subtle 

slub yarns interwoven to create a timeless 

complement to home décor. 

Cape Cod San Mateo Jersey Shore Moro BayCoronado Santa Cruz

Bar HarbourCatalina Seaport

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

luxaflex.com.au

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections



Sycamore Sierra Redwood Golden Wheat Honey MapleBetula Marshland

LinEn wEavE

Creating a fusion between traditional 

and contemporary home design. The 

more known look of Linen is what you’ll 

find in this collection.

Birch BarkBeechnut Aspen Cream

note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

LUXAFLEX® ModERn RoMAn ShAdES Fabric Collections



 

ChILd SAFE ModERn AppEAL UnIqUE       STyLE
designed specifically with child safety
in mind, Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades 
have no exposed cords on the back of 
any of the operating systems available.

A modern take on a classic window 
covering, Luxaflex Modern Roman 
Shades add an element of contemporary 
design to any home.

Luxaflex Modern          Roman Shades 
stack, roll or               traverse 
providing a window     covering solution 
to suit any home.

Explore a Modern take on  Traditional Roman Shades.



UnIqUE       STyLE FAbRIC VARIETy UnIFoRM AppEARAnCE
Luxaflex Modern          Roman Shades 
stack, roll or               traverse 
providing a window     covering solution 
to suit any home.

With various ranges on offer, the sky’s 
the limit when it comes to choosing 
fabric for your Luxaflex Modern Roman 
Shades.

Fabric covered head rail and bottom rail 
ensure a uniform finish from the top to 
the bottom of the window covering.

Explore a Modern take on  Traditional Roman Shades.
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fabRic ExpEctationS

•  As with all textiles, modern roman shade fabrics are subject to some variation in fabric weave. These subtle variances fall within textile 

industry standards and should be considered normal, acceptable quality.

•  With India Silk, Linen Weave, Shantung, Etched, Newport Linen and Sheer Linen fabrics, the perpendicular orientation of the vertical 

and horizontal yarns may be slightly imperfect.

•  Prairie, Pampa, Savannah, Sri Lanka and Sahara fabrics may have some variations in color or pattern. Irregularities are unique 

characteristics that contribute to the classic beauty of the shade.

•  Pattern alignment between fabric-covered headrail and shade cannot be guaranteed. As a result, alignment of vertical stripes and 

patterns may not always match.

•  Slight wrinkles, puckers or other variations can appear and are inherent to this product.

•  When steaming the face fabric on modern roman shades, work from the bottom to the top, making sure to get steam under each 

fabric fold. be careful not to saturate the fabric with steam.

LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman ShAdES

SiDE-bY-SiDE vanE aLignMEnt
When Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades are installed side-by-side, 100mm Classic fold alignment can be guaranteed within 
6mm only if:

•  Shades are ordered at the same time and in the identical style, color, drop, lifting system and application.

•  Shades that need to be aligned are specified on the order form (a note must be included in Special Instructions).

•  Shade drop is adjusted at the bottom of the shade. The last fold may be longer or shorter than the others to achieve the 
ordered drop.

•  In shades of varying drops, the length of the last fold may vary from shade to shade.

note: Fold alignment cannot be guaranteed for different lifting systems or applications combined on the same order.

luxaflex.com.au



LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman ShAdES

•  Sometimes when a shade is fully raised, one fold may not be completely 

concealed inside the headrail which causes an uncaptured fold. This product 

characteristic is a result of the shade’s height and can vary from fabric to 

fabric.

•  When Traditional and Tailored shades are fully lowered, the fabric “kicks” back 

closer to the window opening. This added “kickback” provides extra privacy. 

This benefit does not apply to Tiered stackable shades.

•  Inside-mounted shades can be fully recessed—even when the headrail 

protrudes from the window opening.

•  The amount of light leakage with outside mounts is reduced by the side 

overlap. The shade on the left has an overlap of 50mm while the shade on the 

right has the recommended 100mm overlap on a standard headrail.

•  A small amount of light leakage is inherent with inside-mounted shades. In 

most cases, the light leakage is minimal. If ultimate privacy is desired, side 

treatments or outside-mounted shades with a 100mm overlap per side are 

recommended.

•  Bottom fabric fold may vary depending on shade height.

•  To achieve the exact ordered height, the bottom fabric fold may be shorter or 

longer than other folds. To ensure that the bottom fold of multiple shades is 

consistent, shades must be ordered at the same time, with identical style, color, 

height and lifting system.

pRoDuct ExpEctationS
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LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman ShAdES

pRoDuct ExpEctationS

Stack neatly, reminiscent of a  
typical roman Shade

Expectations

•  Every Tiered™ shade features the fabric-covered low-profile headrail, which  

is perfect for shallow windows, sidelights and French doors.

•  Greater energy efficiency can be achieved using the LiteRise® lifting system, 

which features reduced side gaps.

•  Depending on the shade height, an extra back fabric fold may appear on 

some shades. This is not noticeable from the front of the shade.

•  The last fabric fold on Tiered LiteRise shades may cast a shadow at the 

bottom depending on the shade’s ordered height.

•  Air pockets on Tiered Architella® shades trap air, creating an extra layer of 

insulation against heat, cold and outside noise for enhanced energy efficiency 

and superior sound absorption.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up stack height may vary when shade is lowered top-down.

Fabric Leveling

•  Tiered Top-Down/Bottom-Up shades: if the mid-rail or bottom rail is not  

level, adjust the rail using the cam lock buttons in the bottom rail.

 —  Using a flat blade screwdriver, hold the cord from the cam lock and turn 

the buttons ¼ way around counter-clockwise to unlock. If the rail needs  

to be raised, pull up on the cord  

until the rail is level. If the rail  

needs to be lowered, keep  

tension on the cord and gently  

lower the rail.

 —  Lock the cam lock buttons by  

turning ¼ way around clockwise.

Fabric stack is up to 20% of the shade height.

Top stack on Tiered with UltraGlide® shade stops just short of  
the fully raised position to provide clearance for cord operation. 

This may increase the stack height slightly. Also applies to  
Tiered PowerRise® 2.1 with Platinum™ Technology shades.

The last fabric fold may cast a shadow at the bottom of some Tiered LiteRise shades.

Without Back Fold With Back Fold

Without Shadow With Shadow

Tiered Top-Down/ 
Bottom-Up shades:  
mid-rail or bottom  
rail adjustment.

Cam Lock 
Button

Cord

tiered™ StAckAble FoldS

Unique fabric 
construction 
allows for an 
extra layer 
of insulation 
on Tiered 
Architella 
shades.

•  Top stack on Tiered with Ultraglide® Shade stops just 

short of the fully raised position to provide clearance for 

cord operation.

•  This may increase the stack height slightly. Also applies 

to Tiered powerRise.

Stack neatly, reminiscent of a  
typical roman Shade

Expectations

•  Every Tiered™ shade features the fabric-covered low-profile headrail, which  

is perfect for shallow windows, sidelights and French doors.

•  Greater energy efficiency can be achieved using the LiteRise® lifting system, 

which features reduced side gaps.

•  Depending on the shade height, an extra back fabric fold may appear on 

some shades. This is not noticeable from the front of the shade.

•  The last fabric fold on Tiered LiteRise shades may cast a shadow at the 

bottom depending on the shade’s ordered height.

•  Air pockets on Tiered Architella® shades trap air, creating an extra layer of 

insulation against heat, cold and outside noise for enhanced energy efficiency 

and superior sound absorption.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up stack height may vary when shade is lowered top-down.

Fabric Leveling

•  Tiered Top-Down/Bottom-Up shades: if the mid-rail or bottom rail is not  

level, adjust the rail using the cam lock buttons in the bottom rail.

 —  Using a flat blade screwdriver, hold the cord from the cam lock and turn 

the buttons ¼ way around counter-clockwise to unlock. If the rail needs  

to be raised, pull up on the cord  

until the rail is level. If the rail  

needs to be lowered, keep  

tension on the cord and gently  

lower the rail.

 —  Lock the cam lock buttons by  

turning ¼ way around clockwise.

Fabric stack is up to 20% of the shade height.

Top stack on Tiered with UltraGlide® shade stops just short of  
the fully raised position to provide clearance for cord operation. 

This may increase the stack height slightly. Also applies to  
Tiered PowerRise® 2.1 with Platinum™ Technology shades.

The last fabric fold may cast a shadow at the bottom of some Tiered LiteRise shades.

Without Back Fold With Back Fold

Without Shadow With Shadow

Tiered Top-Down/ 
Bottom-Up shades:  
mid-rail or bottom  
rail adjustment.

Cam Lock 
Button

Cord

tiered™ StAckAble FoldS

Unique fabric 
construction 
allows for an 
extra layer 
of insulation 
on Tiered 
Architella 
shades.

•  Fabric stack is up to 20% of the shade drop.

Stack neatly, reminiscent of a  
typical roman Shade

Expectations

•  Every Tiered™ shade features the fabric-covered low-profile headrail, which  

is perfect for shallow windows, sidelights and French doors.

•  Greater energy efficiency can be achieved using the LiteRise® lifting system, 

which features reduced side gaps.

•  Depending on the shade height, an extra back fabric fold may appear on 

some shades. This is not noticeable from the front of the shade.

•  The last fabric fold on Tiered LiteRise shades may cast a shadow at the 

bottom depending on the shade’s ordered height.

•  Air pockets on Tiered Architella® shades trap air, creating an extra layer of 

insulation against heat, cold and outside noise for enhanced energy efficiency 

and superior sound absorption.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up stack height may vary when shade is lowered top-down.

Fabric Leveling

•  Tiered Top-Down/Bottom-Up shades: if the mid-rail or bottom rail is not  

level, adjust the rail using the cam lock buttons in the bottom rail.

 —  Using a flat blade screwdriver, hold the cord from the cam lock and turn 

the buttons ¼ way around counter-clockwise to unlock. If the rail needs  

to be raised, pull up on the cord  

until the rail is level. If the rail  

needs to be lowered, keep  

tension on the cord and gently  

lower the rail.

 —  Lock the cam lock buttons by  

turning ¼ way around clockwise.

Fabric stack is up to 20% of the shade height.

Top stack on Tiered with UltraGlide® shade stops just short of  
the fully raised position to provide clearance for cord operation. 

This may increase the stack height slightly. Also applies to  
Tiered PowerRise® 2.1 with Platinum™ Technology shades.

The last fabric fold may cast a shadow at the bottom of some Tiered LiteRise shades.

Without Back Fold With Back Fold

Without Shadow With Shadow

Tiered Top-Down/ 
Bottom-Up shades:  
mid-rail or bottom  
rail adjustment.

Cam Lock 
Button

Cord

tiered™ StAckAble FoldS

Unique fabric 
construction 
allows for an 
extra layer 
of insulation 
on Tiered 
Architella 
shades.

Stack neatly, reminiscent of a  
typical roman Shade

Expectations

•  Every Tiered™ shade features the fabric-covered low-profile headrail, which  

is perfect for shallow windows, sidelights and French doors.

•  Greater energy efficiency can be achieved using the LiteRise® lifting system, 

which features reduced side gaps.

•  Depending on the shade height, an extra back fabric fold may appear on 

some shades. This is not noticeable from the front of the shade.

•  The last fabric fold on Tiered LiteRise shades may cast a shadow at the 

bottom depending on the shade’s ordered height.

•  Air pockets on Tiered Architella® shades trap air, creating an extra layer of 

insulation against heat, cold and outside noise for enhanced energy efficiency 

and superior sound absorption.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up stack height may vary when shade is lowered top-down.

Fabric Leveling

•  Tiered Top-Down/Bottom-Up shades: if the mid-rail or bottom rail is not  

level, adjust the rail using the cam lock buttons in the bottom rail.

 —  Using a flat blade screwdriver, hold the cord from the cam lock and turn 

the buttons ¼ way around counter-clockwise to unlock. If the rail needs  

to be raised, pull up on the cord  

until the rail is level. If the rail  

needs to be lowered, keep  

tension on the cord and gently  

lower the rail.

 —  Lock the cam lock buttons by  

turning ¼ way around clockwise.

Fabric stack is up to 20% of the shade height.

Top stack on Tiered with UltraGlide® shade stops just short of  
the fully raised position to provide clearance for cord operation. 

This may increase the stack height slightly. Also applies to  
Tiered PowerRise® 2.1 with Platinum™ Technology shades.

The last fabric fold may cast a shadow at the bottom of some Tiered LiteRise shades.

Without Back Fold With Back Fold

Without Shadow With Shadow

Tiered Top-Down/ 
Bottom-Up shades:  
mid-rail or bottom  
rail adjustment.

Cam Lock 
Button

Cord

tiered™ StAckAble FoldS

Unique fabric 
construction 
allows for an 
extra layer 
of insulation 
on Tiered 
Architella 
shades.

•  Depending on the shade height, an extra back fabric fold 

may appear on some shades. This is not noticeable from 

the front of the shade.

•  The last fabric fold may cast a shadow at the bottom of 

some Tiered LiteRise Shades.

•  The last fabric fold on Tiered LiteRise Shades may cast a 

shadow at the bottom depending on the shade’s ordered 

drop.

•  Directional pattern on Traversed with Vertiglide Shades 

runs opposite the directional pattern on horizontal Modern 

Roman Shade. The pattern runs vertically on the headrail 

and horizontally on the fabric panel and return.

•  Low-profile fabric-covered headrail is standard.

•  Inside or outside mount applications.

•  Tight fabric stack is approximately 10% of the panel width 

for an optimal view.

• Shade drop is measured from the top of the headrail to 

bottom of the shade. overall height will equal ordered 

drop.

•  With inside mount applications, a 13mm deduction for 

floor clearance will be taken from the ordered shade drop.

ultimate coordination from Windows  
to Sliding Glass doors

trAVerSed™ With VertiGlide™

Expectations

•  Directional pattern on Traversed™ with Vertiglide™ shades runs opposite  

the directional pattern on horizontal Vignette® shades; the pattern runs 

vertically on the headrail and horizontally on the fabric panel and return.

•  Low-profile fabric-covered headrail is standard.

•  Inside or outside mount applications.

•  Tight fabric stack is approximately 10% of the panel width for an optimal view.

•  Center draw not available with Prairie, Pampa and Savannah fabrics.

•  Shades greater than 192" in width will feature two headrails that connect  

in the center. Optional split headrail is also available on shades less than  

192" wide; specify when ordering.

•  Optional fabric returns to the wall are available for enhanced privacy and  

light control.

•  Shade height is measured from the top of the headrail to bottom of the shade. 

Overall height will equal ordered height.

•  With inside mount applications, a ½" deduction for floor clearance will be 

taken from the ordered shade height.

Tight ClosureCenter Draw Option

Horizontal 
Shade

Traversed 
Shade

Optional Return 
to the Wall

Optimal View

Fabric-Covered 
Headrail

Fabric pattern orientation

luxaflex.com.au



LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman ShAdES

Dusting
•  Regular light dusting with a feather duster is all the cleaning 

needed in most circumstances.

vacuuming
•  Use a hand-held vacuum with low suction for more 

thorough dust removal. 

compressed air / hair Dryer (cool Setting)
•  Blow dirt and debris from within the fabric folds using clean, 

compressed air or a hair dryer set on a cool setting.

Spot-cleaning
•  Prepare a solution of warm water and mild detergent.

•  Dampen a clean cloth in the solution and wring it out.

•  Place a dry, clean cloth behind the spot between the face 

fabric and the back fabric.

•  Dab the spot with the dampened cloth until it is removed. 

non-oil-based baby wipes may be used on more stubborn 

stains. do not rub the fabric.

•  Allow the shade to dry in the completely lowered position.

ultrasonic cleaning
Modern Roman Shades can be ultrasonically cleaned by a 

professional.

Caution:  do not ultrasonically clean the headrail, midrail or 

bottom rail fabric and any Room-darkening shades. 

•  Specify that a mild detergent solution be used.

•  Never immerse the fabric-covered headrail or bottom rail 

into the solution.

•  Allow the shade to dry in the completely lowered position.

injection/Extraction cleaning  
(Luxaflex® onsite cleaning)
note:  only avaliable in limited regions. 

Modern Roman Shades can be cleaned by a professional 

using the injection/extraction method of deep cleaning.

Caution: do not use the injection/extraction method of deep 

cleaning on the fabric on the headrail or bottom rail.

•  Specify the dry cleaning method only.

•  Pretreat heavy stains.

Steaming
Caution:  do not steam the fabric on the headrail or bottom rail. 

•  Steam the face fabric from the bottom to the top, making 

sure to get steam under each fabric fold. be careful not to 

saturate the fabric with steam. 

•  Allow the shade to dry completely before raising it.

a note on textiles 
As with all textiles, Modern Roman Shade fabrics are subject 

to some inherent variations in the fabric weave. Subtle dye-lot 

variations, puckering, or wrinkling fall within textile industry 

standards and should be considered as normal, acceptable 

quality. Additionally, there will be slight differences in pattern 

alignment from the fabric on the rails to the fabric of the shade, 

which do not detract from the product’s appeal.

Variations in color and or pattern are unique characteristics 

that contribute to the classic beauty of the shade.

cLEaning pRocEDuRES
Modern Roman Shades are made of an anti-static, dust-resistant fabric which repels dirt and dust. For most fabrics, the options 

below are available if your shade needs cleaning.
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